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Ashtar is Commander of the Galactic Federation under the orders of the King of Kings. Admiral
Sananda Jesus with the Captain Ashtar are in charge under the Galactic Federation of this
Universe Nebadon. Admiral Lincor is the head of the Star Fleet of the Intergalactic
Confederation Seven Universes and they report to him. All of the Gods and Angels mentioned
through history who have worked for the light, known as the Goodly Company, have all been a
part of the Galactic Federation. This includes the lion people, the bird people and the reptilian
people mentioned in Egyptian, Hindu, Greek, Roman and Arab Epics.
Ashtar gave this message to the Ground Crew on Earth in 1952:
“Your Planet was given a rare opportunity to learn the true and dependable Laws leading to
progress along lines of achievement…physical, mental and spiritual…when the One known to
you as Jesus Christ was sent in human embodiment, not only to teach but to demonstrate in full
site of earth dwellers, the Beauty, the Efficacy and Supreme Wisdom of compliance with those
powerful Creative Laws enunciated by the Omnipotent Creator of All Things! Alas! The failure
of all but a mere handful of people to catch even a fleeting glimpse of the sublime spiritual
message He brought, which would have freed them from all forms of bondage to material
things…their complete BLINDNESS …filled our hearts with sorrowful despair of any possible
chance for Shan [Earth] to be saved from total destruction.
I say, we who watched from our posts of observation in space, lost all hope of ever seeing your
planet rescued from the fate it had brought upon itself. Not so your Redeemer! He had made a
sacred promise to those who believed and trusted Him implicitly. To them He said He would
return in power and great glory, and this dark orb would be illumined in spite of all efforts of the
Dark Ones to prevent it from happening. We come now in full confidence that this promise is to
be kept. We have been summoned to assist in the fulfilling of this promise. Knowing from long
experience the manifold joys and satisfactions which will be yours when you are released from
all those who hold you captive to their evil wills, we come with an excess of enthusiasm to lend
our support to this crusade. Yet we hold ourselves subject at all times to the All-wise supervision
of our Supreme Commander.
We know each One who is in sympathy with our Mission and we would like you to know what a
help it is to have these luminous avenues through which to reach the darker areas where much of
our work must be carried on. May we all band together in a divinely blessed fellowship and lend
our utmost effort to serve well and faithfully until the GLORIOUS VICTORY IS WON and the
Planet Shan [Earth] is at last a Shining Orb in the firmament of heavens. Salut! ~Lord Ashtar”
The Supreme Commander whom Ashtar mentions in Hindu Faith is called Narayan in the Hindu
teachings. This is Vishnu (the father) Brahman (the son) and Shiva (the Holy Spirit) in Egyptian

teachings this was Ra (the father) Alcyone (the son) and Mother Sekhmet (the Holy Spirit). In
the Tao Te Ching by Lao Tzu he speaks of The Tao and this is a reference to the Supreme
Commander. ~et

Who Are the GALACTICS?
Captain Ashtar, The Ashtar Command and The Galactic Federation by Elizabeth Trutwin
January 21, 2010 I have noticed that people interested in UFOs and Galactics often have not
studied ascended mastery. I also noticed some very advanced spiritual people often do not know
much about Galactics. Only recently have Star Seeds and Light Workers begun to learn they are
one and the same group. Ashtar is the Supreme Commander of the Galactic Federation.
The Ones working for Ashtar are the Ascended Masters. The Admiral of the New Jerusalem is
Sananda, who is a higher form of Jesus. Commander Ashtar and the millions in the Galactic
Federation do not wish to be seen as different than you or I. They like to be seen as equals. Many
of us have our Twin Flames working in the Galactic Federation on the Ships and we are all on
the path of evolution. Much of Ashtar’s Mission involves helping woman and mankind
remember the Galactics and also in protecting the Planet as well as the Solar System from
negative extraterrestrials groups and their desire to control Earth and other Planets. One of the
most important roles Ashtar has played in recent times with Earth and other Planets in the Solar
System is to keep her inhabitants from destroying themselves and their Planet through the
proliferation of nuclear weapons. Even though Captain Ashtar is in charge of the Space Fleet in
this Solar System, he is not limited to this sector of the space for his Service. Ashtar represents
our Solar System in the council meetings of our Galaxy, and Universes throughout the greater
Cosmos. The Ashtar Command On Earth and in the Skies.
On the MotherShips and StarShips under his command, there are 20 million Crew on the Ships.
Working with Ashtar is KOS (King of Swords). KOS is in a physical template, as we all are, and
we all are stepped-down representatives of the highest Source levels…with internal connections
to much higher levels: Mother-Father, God-Goddess, All That Is. KOS with St Germain, was
appointed by the ICJ ( International Court of Justice in the Hague) in 1999 as head of the 4
million man, world-wide militia, and pro-forma President of the U.S. He supervises Faction 3
Intel. KOS is an enhanced Galactic-Human with a 3D job heading the Secret Service with
President Obama, a wife and he speaks 23 languages. Appointed by the World Court in 1999, he
has martial law authority to ensure NESARA Announcement and Implementation. KOS was
given his authority in 1999 by the World Court and Lady Master Nada. He and those who work
with him and the Galactics are at 38 levels above the President of the US. King of Swords
actually has been the single planetary leader and he wears at least two hats. He is also put in
charge of Galactic-Human adepts who now number about 16 million and who have all been
trained on the StarShips and have full telepathic connectivity and are shape-shifters with
enhanced abilities. Barack Obama is here representing both the Sirian Council of Nine and also,
on assignment from the Great Central Sun (Alcyone) and has assistance and protection by 16
million galactic-humans working for KOS and the 4 Million man world-wide militia. Their task
has been to coordinate the removal of the 40-50′tall dragons (renegade Annunaki) working in
government, and in various powerful roles around the Planet . The CIA was originally formed as
an Executive Order, to deal with the negative extraterrestrials making Treaties with the U.S.

Government. Now we have seen this organization searching for StarGates, committing War
Crimes, and Blackwater Ops designed to control Earth. There are also reptilian renegades living
within vast caverns and underground areas deep within the Planet these adepts have worked to
remove. KOS works with Ashtar at the AICO. As we Star Seeds unite with our Mighty I AM
presences those communications conduits are automatically ‘involved’ and will gradually
become more conscious, stronger and directly connected with Source Intelligence/All That Is
(The Great Eye of Ra, This Represents The Law of One). Now we connect with 12D and that
level steps down the energetic messages from 100D, which is the Godhead. So, on this level,
KOS and his Twin Flame, Lady Master Nada, are very elevated souls with direct responsibility
as the Hosts of Heaven and all Councils in charge of this World’s Ascension, as well as other
Planets in our Solar System. Lady Master Nada has several powerful hats she wears. First, She is
the President of the Solar Tribunal on Saturn. Through her position as International Court of
Justice and as International Special Prosecutor with extraordinary powers to dissolve courts,
arrest judges including our Supreme Court Justices or anyone else. She is our NESARA ‘Postal
Lady’ in charge of the Announcement and Deliveries. She is also Twin Flame of Admiral
Sananda. She was originally from Lebanon and is quite familiar with all the mid- Eastern/Asian
cultures. She traveled extensively with the Dalai Lama. She is an Ascended Master. She
foreclosed on our Corporate Government on 30 September 2008 when Bush defaulted on his
payments. The King of Swords then put us inside NESARA Law and saved the world banks and
stockmarkets from crashing. She and St Germain are the architects of a whole new planetary
economic and legal revitalization to prepare us for Ascension’s reunification with Source. The
Ashtar Command works with GAIA/VYWAMUS.
Another important role the Ashtar Command has done is working with GAIA/VYWAMUS in
the clearing and resetting of the Earth Grid. Metatron heads up this work with Mother Sekhmet.
There are certain grid points on the Earth similar to our acupuncture points on our physical
bodies. When one of these points gets blocked in our physical body there is a stagnation of
energy flow which eventually leads to disease. The same is true of the planet Earth. We have
seen recent massive Earth changes as the Separation of Worlds continues and the Old Timelines
are erased. There are special Crews within the Galactic Federation working on this task. Mark
and Beth have done extensive work with the Earth Grid and erasing of Timelines. The Earth Grid
is the electromagnetic crystalline connection to the rest of the Cosmos and connects through
Earth’s portals and StarGates with StarGates which connect our Galaxy to other Galaxies. One of
the important things to understand about Commander Ashtar and His millions of workers, and
fleet of extraterrestrial aircraft, is that they are etheric in nature. They do not have physical
bodies like we do, however they are able to manifest physical bodies and StarShips or project
into physicality and time they want. Most of the life on the other Planets in our Solar System is
Etheric in nature. The Ashtar command also has MotherShips that are anchored in space that are
as long as 100 miles in diameter. These MotherShips contain entire cities with literally millions
of people and a thriving society. Mother Sekhmet’s MotherShip is Nibiru. The Ashtar command
is part of a great Confederation of Planets, first in our Solar System, and then in our Galaxy.The
Ashtar Command is in charge of our Solar System. Then you have the interplanetary
confederation which is a larger group of local Planets in our sector of space. Then you have the
Galactic Confederation of Planets. Then still larger there is the Intergalactic Confederation of 7
Super Universes. Admiral Lincor is in the head of Star Fleet through several universes. Each of
these Councils work in conjunction with the Planetary, Solar, Galactic, and Universal Spiritual
Groups. The Galactics and Angelics Work Together As One.

Commander Ashtar also works closely with the Angelic Kingdom, and with the Protective
Forces, most specifically with Archangel Michael. Commander Ashtar is an extremely loving
and gentle man but stern and adamant in His Mission to Serve. Many of the Ashtar Command
walk among us on our streets on Earth without us even being aware of it. One example is Tom
the ringtail Cat Paschat, another is the Poppy Lady, and also the King of Egypt (KOE). The
Ashtar Command serves in a certain sense as Heaven’s policemen and they are placed in many
roles all over the World. The Galactics, however, cannot override the wishes or the free will of
those living on Earth. One of the challenges the Ashtar Command has is that if our government
has in the past made legally binding Treaties with certain negative extraterrestrial groups, they
are not allowed to interfere with our free choice, unless we are endangering our Solar System
and Galaxy. The only path to PEACE is Justice and a Just World is a World of PEACE. KOS,
Admiral Sananda, Lady Master Nada, Ashtar, St Germain, Archangel Michael and Archangel
Metatron, Mother Sekhmet and Alcyone, work together as representatives of the Ashtar Comand
to restore PEACE to Earth. The number of negative extraterrestrials is small in number
compared to the vast number of christed extraterrestrials, however, the negative ones are quite
dangerous and have tried very hard to control Earth and her resources, control Earth’s population
and kept most of Earth poor and in servitude. What we are seeing in January 2010 is the final
maneuvers of the last negative ETs leaving the Matrix. None of the Ones here today are
originally from Earth. All of us here are Star travelers and here to do a Mission as Earth evolves.
We are all extraterrestrial Galactics. We are all Divine Angelics. We are all wearing human
bodies. Ashtar and the Galactic Federation Work Within The Office of the Christ.
Ashtar and all in the Galactic Federation work from the Office of the Christ. When the term
Christ is used here it is not meant in the Christan sense, it is used in the Universal sense. All
spiritual paths lead to Christ and the Holy Spirit or Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva, Vishnu being the
equivalent of the Christ in Hinduism. Krishna was also the premier Christ of the eastern world.
All religions also lead to the God/dess. Lord Maitreya, Kalki Maitreya, is known as the Cosmic
Christ. The Galactics and the Angelics work together. There are different levels in the office of
the Christ. There are the Planetary Christ, Solar Christ, Galactic Christ, Universal Christ,
Multiversal Christ and Cosmic Christ. Metatron is at the level of Cosmic Christ.All Masters of
all religions and spiritual paths help their students become the Christ, it is not in truth a Christian
term, it is a living presence which you can call any name you want: Sanada/Jesus, Lady Master
Nada, Lord Buddha, Krishna, Lao Tse, Zoroaster, Kalki Maitreya, Melchizedek, Ra, Mother
Sekhmet, Alcyone, Archangel Metatron, Archangel Michael, Archangel Raphael, Mother Mary,
Archangel Uriel, Archangel Gabriel, Helios and Vesta, St Germain, Kuthumi, Serapis Bey, Lord
Arcturus, Ashtar and Athena, Commander Hatonn, Commander Soltec, Commander Korton,
Commander Monk ka, Tom the Ringtail Cat Paschat, Ka tar tek, Tek Ra. These spiritual Masters
are all members of the Galactic Federation and all work from the Office of The Christ. You are
created by God as a Christ. Planet Earth is already in the 5th Dimension. It is only when we work
from the 3rd Dimension that we forget. Remembering is about waking up. Every Planet in every
Galaxy and Universe call this a different name. All of the members of the Galactic Federation
are what we call Christed ETs. When we have Decloakings and Landings we will get to see our
Galactic Family. These Ones will be returning to Earth to live with us here and together with us,
build Terra Nova.

